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The Airports Council International
(ACI) Europe has named Antalya
Airport, in the south of Turkey, as the
best airport in Europe in the "10-25
million passenger" category. ICF
Airports Antalya Airport Director
General Alexander Laukenmann said
during an award ceremony that
Antalya Airport had won this in part
because it had the best security.

iOmniscient would like to
congratulate its partner, Smart of
Turkey who implemented the security
iOmniscient is the only video analytics
supplier which can operate in complex
airport environment

system for Antalya using the full
iQ-Infinity suite across the airport.
iQ-Infinity is a comprehensive system

that operates more than twenty
applications simultaneously on the same camera. These applications include a vast
array of iOmniscient's most intelligent products, including the patented ability to detect
abandoned objects in crowded and complex areas to detect potential bomb threats or
other terrorist activities, very accurate intruder detection to prevent unauthorised
personnel from entering restricted premises, and sophisticated behaviour analysis.
iQ-Infinity provides more than the traditional security applications with crowd
management for better customer service, slip and fall detection to reduce public
liability, illegal parking detection for efficient operations in the drop off zones. These
applications, and many more, can fulfill the needs of multiple departments including
safety, operations and marketing.
iOmniscient is the only video analytics supplier which can operate in the crowded and
complex scenes of the airport environment. iOmniscient has many satisfied customers
in the airport industry and consistently provides superior video analytics systems with
24x7 world wide support to ensure successfully implemented systems.
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